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Where do ideas start? Do
they
start
with
a
conversation,
silent
reflections, learning from a
past mistake, a deep
understanding of what is
required to make things
right, senseless musings, a
mental shift, a change in
perspective, observations,
frustrations?
The truth is that ideas start
from all of the above and
more. Each one of us is in
constant dialogue with
ourselves about what can
and should be. That’s the
genesis
of
ideation.
Unfortunately,
those
conversations rarely move
from an internal dialogue to
the
creation
journey
required to bring life to
those ideas. It is time to
change that. We need to
become more intimate with
our innovative side by
going within and finding
the idea factory that resides

in us. We need to shift our
perceptions to allow what
we are seeing to take on new
meanings. We need to move
from dialogue to action.

The happiness hot spot - A
business based on creating
happiness hot spots to
improve patrons’ health and
well being.

Earlier this year when we
challenged young people to
re-imagine what is possible
and
come
up
with

Then there is Quick Flats A shoe that goes from high
heels to flats in seconds.
That’s just what I want!

innovative ideas, we received
some remarkable submissions
in March. Here are the top
winners.
Snoppers - A mop and
sneaker combination that
allows you to mop quickly
and save time. A pretty neat
and ingenious idea if you ask
me.
A little
more
refinement and who knows,
it can be the next big hit.

Each one of us has an idea
factory within. We too can
take
up
the
ideation challenge
and then bring our
ideas to life. SLW
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The formation of ideas or concepts
SNOPPERS
By Amaya Glasgow
“Snoppers” - The idea combines the mobility
of a sneaker and the cleaning functionality of a
mop into one entity aptly name ‘Snoppers’.
This product targets housewives, maids, single
parents - anyone who mops and needs to or
wants to save time when cleaning..

QUICK FLATS
By Rhea Ollivierre

The “Quick Flats” - A spectacular shoe
created to make going to work in high heels
comfortable. It’s a high-heeled shoe that
converts into comfortable flats. Its main
construction comes from a simple method
that every woman can do - sliding out the
detachable heel from the base of the shoe.

Women who work behind desks
such as bank tellers, clerks, teachers
and air hostesses all wear high
heeled shoes. At some point in the
day, these ladies switch their high
heeled shoes to flats. The Quick
Flats would solve their problems.
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Happiness Hottest Spot
By Tiffany Durrant
The “Happiness Hottest Spot” - A business
that provides its members with access to happy
people. It promotes happiness hot spots as a
platform to improving health and well being.
Service will carry an annual membership fee.

The “Happiness Hottest Spot” - Could a
sunny outlook mean fewer colds and less
heart diseases? Do happiness and optimism
provide protection against hypertension,
diabetes, depression and respiratory tract
infections? Do happier people live longer?
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“Imagining yourself in the mind of
somebody else is a simple way to trick your
brain into seeing things in new ways. The
act of people watching is one way to do just
that. As you watch strangers, you can
imagine how they might handle a situation.
That thought process allows for ideas that
would otherwise be unrealistic or limited by
your personal way of thinking.”

“Innovation, sales and marketing
are less about
ideas and
persuasion
and more abut
understanding. We forget that.
People don’t want one more
nudge in the direction we have
decided they need to go. They
need us to build our businesses
around what we notice will make
their lives better.”
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Dare to go against the flow.

Create a new path.
Only dead fish flow with
the tide!
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